
Python in the VE

VE Scripts – accessing weather data & calculating degree days

Shows the use the WeatherFileReader API to call the data ; we use slices on the list data to carry out the degree 
day calculations. As this calculation may well be called from many scripts  it is practical to add this as a function 
to an external module; it is then easier to use again and maintain

Two scripts ... a module for calculating degree days which then call from a separate script to demonstrate the 
use of modular code

Why? 

What?

Sample output:

We import the degree_days function 
from the second module and rename 
it to dd so it is easy to use. We could 
just import the module, but we would  
need to then call the function with  
degree_days.degree_days() which is 
less elegant

We use IESFilePicker to get a 
weatherfile; we have used arguments 
to make it filter for specific weather 
files types (in the editor right-click on 
IESFilePicker, pick help to see the info 
returned on the method)

The list returned by function 

This first script is short and easy to 
read; it calls  another module & 
function for the degree day 
calculations

This second script or module contains 
the function for the degree day 
calculations

Like ResultsReader we make an 
instance then open the weather file

We set some arguments and call 
get_results to return the dry bulb 
data as a lis t or hourly values (note 
that indexing a list s tarts at 0 not 1)

We call the degree-days function with 
the arguments we set and print what 
the function returns

We use this section of code to test 
the function within the module with 
some known inputs; typically we 
would also include the expected 
outputs so we have what is called a 
unit test so we can monitor that as 
the code gets updated it still returns 
the expected output

This chunk of code is only run when 
the script is run directly; it is not run 
when the function is  called from an 
external script

A variable declared outside of a 
function is a global variable. A 
variable declared inside of a function 
is a local variable and is only available 
inside the function 

We define parameters for the 
function to pass arguments in  to the 
function; parameters  become local 
variables in the function when it is  
executed and are assigned the 
arguments in the call. Parameters  
ensure that the function is self-
contained

For both a typical and a leap year we 
set up lis ts that define days per 

month and indices that define the 
start & end day or hour for each month

For calculating daily average dry bulb 
we can use a loop with the step 
function as there are always  24 hours  
in a day. We create list of daily 
averages

We slice the data in to day chunks 
using list_name [start : end] note the 
slice ends at the value end - 1

For calculating these monthly values 
we use 2x the # of months with a step 
of 2 as we can then use the iterator 
to neatly jump through the lis t of 
indexes e.g. 0,1 …      2,3 ….      4,5 etc

We call the numpy module function 
for standard deviation

We process the lists we have created 
by month and sum the monthly output 
to determine the HDD and CDD

We create a list of values as we can 
only return one object from a 
function. We include the input 
settings for completeness

We manually set the base 
temperature arguments

We import the numpy package to 
access maths /statistical functions not 
in the standard Python library

We might want more than one 
degree day function so we will create 
a string variable to return with the 
numeric output
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